GENERAL SAFETY BOOTS

OPTION 1: SOMBRA S3 SRC

DESCRIPTION: Black water repellent leather boot, Texelle lining, antistatic, anti-shock, slipping resistant, with steel midsole and Steel Toe Cap.
COST: 1,180 MUR + VAT

OPTION 2: NATURA S3 SRC

DESCRIPTION: Black water repellent leather boot, Texelle lining, antistatic, anti-shock, slipping resistant, with composite midsole and composite Toe Cap.
COST: 1,550 MUR + VAT

OPTION 3: DE CHIRICO BLACK S3 SRC

DESCRIPTION:
- UPPER: Water repellent printed leather
- OUTSOLE: PU/TPU
- PLUS: non metallic APT Plate, non metallic TOP RETURN toe cap, metal free
COST: 1,790.93 MUR + VAT

OPTION 4: NEW BARCELONA S3 HRO SRC

DESCRIPTION: Black water repellent leather boot, Texelle lining, antistatic, anti-shock, slipping resistant, with kevlar midsole and Steel Toe Cap.
COST: 1,790 MUR + VAT

OPTION 5: PIRENEI S3 WR HRO SRC

DESCRIPTION:
- non metallic APT Plate, non metallic TOP RETURN toe cap, sealed stitchings, water resistant materials,
- walking test: 1,000 steps (about 20 min.) into a tub filled with water 3 cm deep. Sole: PU/Nitrile rubber resistant to + 300°C (1 minute contact)
COST: 2,450 MUR + VAT
### GENERAL SAFETY BOOTS

#### OPTION 6:
**Darwin S3 SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** Water resistant safety footwear with composite toe cap and kevlar misole. Resistance to Water, 1 Hr. (Also available in Black)

**COST:** 2,450 MUR + VAT

#### OPTION 7:
**Explorer Low S3 SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** Black water waterproof leather boot, Texelle lining, antistatic, anti-shock, slipping resistant, with steel midsole and steel Toe Cap.

**COST:** 2,650 MUR + VAT

#### OPTION 8:
**JAMMA S3**

**DESCRIPTION:** Microfibre safety shoe, Texelle lining, antistatic, anti-shock, slipping resistant, with steel midsole and Steel Toe Cap.

**COST:** 2,400 MUR + VAT

#### OPTION 9:
**NETNA S3 HRO SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:**
- **UPPER:** Water repellent nubuck leather
- **OUTSOLE:** Rubber and PU
- **PLUS:** non metallic APT Plate, non metallic toe cap

**COST:** 2,650 MUR + VAT

#### OPTION 9:
**LUGANO S3 HRO SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:**
- **UPPER:** Water repellent printed leather
- **OUTSOLE:** PU
- **PLUS:** non metallic APT Plate, non metallic toe cap

**COST:** 1,450 MUR + VAT
NEW ELECTRICAL

DESCRIPTION:
UPPER: Water repellent leather
LINING: Breathable textile, it absorbs and releases moisture, abrasion resistant
FUBBETT: METATARSAL SUPPORT GEL, made of soft PU, full piece, anatomic, removable, covered with cloth; the soft gel insert in the metatarsal area guarantees stability and comfort even on uneven surfaces. Cold and heat insulation
OUTSOLE: PU/Nitrile rubber resistant to + 300°C (1 minute contact)
PLUS: FOOTWEAR FOR ELECTRICIANS, non metallic TOE CAP non metallic APT plate, HIGHLY ELECTRICAL RESISTANT SOLE
COST: 2,300.30 MUR + VAT
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY BOOTS

**OPTION 1:**
**CATWOMAN S3 SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:**
- UPPER: Water repellent LORICA®
- LINING: SANY-DRY® breathable, antibacterial, it absorbs and releases moisture, abrasion resistant
- OUTSOLE: Dual density PU
- PLUS: non metallic APT Plate, non metallic TOP RETURN toe cap

**COST:** 2,380 MUR + VAT

**OPTION 2:**
**BRAZZA S3 SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:**
- UPPER: Water repellent LORICA®
- LINING: SANY-DRY® breathable, antibacterial, it absorbs and releases moisture, abrasion resistant
- OUTSOLE: Dual density PU
- PLUS: non metallic APT Plate, non metallic TOP RETURN toe cap

**COST:** 2,500 MUR + VAT

WOMEN’S SAFETY FOOTWEAR

**OPTION 1:**
**CATWOMAN S3 SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** Water repellent nubuck safety footwear with kevlar midsole and steel toe cap with a directly injected PU Sole.

**COST:** 2,380 MUR + VAT

**OPTION 2:**
**BRAZZA S3 SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** Water repellent leaty safety footwear with kevlar midsole and steel toe cap with dual density PU Sole.

**COST:** 2,500 MUR + VAT
WOMEN’S SAFETY FOOTWEAR

OPTION 3:
EVELYNE S3 SRC

DESCRIPTION: Water repellent full grain leather, Midsole non metallic APT Plate - zero perforation, Toe cap non metallic TOP RETURN, Metal free, SANY-DRY® breathable, antibacterial, abrasion resistant.
COST: 1,865 MUR + VAT

OPTION 4:
BRIGITTE BLACK S3 SRC

DESCRIPTION: Water repellent leather, SANY-DRY® breathable, antibacterial, it absorbs and releases moisture, abrasion resistant, Full SOFT-BED, made of extremely soft PU, anatomic, removable, antistatic, covered with cloth, Non metallic APT Plate. Composite toe cap.
COST: 1,796 MUR + VAT

OPTION 5:
DUALE S2

DESCRIPTION: Water repellent ladies safety shoe with steel toe cap but no anti perforation midsole. Sole injected in France.
COST: 1,950 MUR + VAT

OPTION 6:
EVA S2P

DESCRIPTION: Water repellent ladies safety shoe with steel toe cap and a kevlar anti perforation midsole.
COST: 2,380 MUR + VAT
OPTION 1: SELF S2 (Also available in white)

DESCRIPTION: Water repellent microfibre safety shoes with Steel toe cap and textile lining.
COST: 1,235 MUR + VAT

OPTION 2: TULLUS S2 SRC

DESCRIPTION: Water repellent LORICA®, SANY-DRY® breathable, antibacterial lining. It guarantees high stability thanks to its different thicknesses in the plantar area. Non metallic TOP RETURN toe cap, non magnetic.
COST: 1,397.75 MUR + VAT

OPTION 3: GALAXY S4

DESCRIPTION: White/grey POLIAXD UVR boot, water resistant, antishock, antislipping, with steel toe cap. Plus: Resistance to hydrolysis, to organics substances and to acid produced by milk; yellow-retardant U.V.R. process; antifungal and antibacterial; slope design of the leg for favoring the run-off of liquid; protection of malleolus; also available with thermo-insulation inner lining.
COST: 1,393.32 MUR + VAT

OPTION 4: TYPHOON S5

DESCRIPTION: Internal lining: abrasion resistant polyester
Upper: PVC ERGO-NITRIL, OUTER SOLE: PVC ERGO-NITRIL,
Footbed: Antistatic, it absorbs and releases moisture, covered with cloth
Toe Cap: steel resistant to 200 J
COST: 1,200 MUR + VAT
# COLD STORAGE BOOTS

## OPTION 1:
**MUSPELL S3 WR CI HRO SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** 100% polyester textile with WINTHERM aluminised felt, breathable, it absorbs and releases moisture, antiabrasion, anti-bacterial. THINSULATE® B600 cold insulation. COLD BARRIER anatomic and scented footbed, insulating against low temperatures. The thermal comfort inside the footwear is granted thanks to the special PU compound devised to give high insulation. Heat And Cold resistant Sole Unit. - 30 Degrees Celsius

**COST:** 3,115.12 MUR + VAT

## OPTION 2:
**LUTON S3 CI SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** Water repellent printed FLOTTER leather. TEXELLE breathable, it absorbs and releases moisture, abrasion resistant, THINSULALTE® cold insulation. Non metallic APT Plate - Zero Perforation, non metallic TOP RETURN toe cap -20 degrees celsius

**COST:** 1,863 MUR + VAT

## OPTION 3:
**BARENTS S3 CI SRC**

**DESCRIPTION:** Black water repellent printed leather boot, ecological fur lining, antistatic, anti-shock, slipping resistant, non metallic Anti Perforation Plate midsole, non metallic top return toe cap. -20 degrees celsius.

**COST:** 1,486.29 MUR + VAT

## OPTION 4:
**BERING BIS**

**DESCRIPTION:** Black water repellent leather boot, textile lining, anti-shock, antistatic, slipping resistant, non metallic APT Plate midsole, non metallic top return toe cap.

**Plus:** THINSULATE 600g cold protection, SHOCK DISSIPATOR soft gel pad in the heel, EXTREME sole with three different TPU compounds to guarantee the highest levels of comfort, resistance and protection. Sealed stitching. Full COLD BARRIER footbed, anatomic and scented, insulating against low temperatures.

**COST:** 2,790 MUR + VAT
LEISURE RANGE: HIKING/TREKKING

OPTION 1:
NEPAL BROWN

Water repellent nubuck and breathable textile, COFRATEX WATERPROOF membrane, Full COFRAMOVE ANTISHOCK, made of extremely soft PU, anatomic, removable, covered with cloth. Cold and heat insulation, Waterproofness and superb breathability.
COST: 3,042.70 MUR + VAT

OPTION 2:
KILIMANJARO L.BROWN

Water repellent nubuck and breathable textile, COFRATEX WATERPROOF membrane, Full COFRAMOVE ANTISHOCK, made of extremely soft PU, anatomic, removable, covered with cloth. Cold and heat insulation, Waterproofness and superb breathability.
COST: 3,042.70 MUR + VAT

OPTION 3:
CRACKDOWN DARK GREY

Water repellent nubuck and breathable textile, COFRATEX WATERPROOF membrane, Full COFRAMOVE ANTISHOCK, made of extremely soft PU, anatomic, removable, covered with cloth. Cold and heat insulation, Waterproofness and superb breathability.
COST: 3,362.04.14 MUR + VAT

OPTION 4:
VIETNAM BLACK

Water repellent nubuck and breathable textile, COFRATEX WATERPROOF membrane, Full COFRAMOVE ANTISHOCK, made of extremely soft PU, anatomic, removable, covered with cloth. Cold and heat insulation, Waterproofness and superb breathability.
COST: 3,042.70 MUR + VAT